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THE EARTH, THE ENVIRONMENT, AND THE LIGHT

Shunchi Technology, which was initially engaged in manufacturing crankshaft for 

automobiles and electric generators, then focus on OEM and ODM once the business has 

gradually going smooth, Its president, Mr. Hong Yu Nan, had became the president of 

the Manufacturers United General Association of Industrial Park eight years ago, since 

then, Hong has regularly got in touch with academics, research institutes and public 

sectors. Meanwhile, the “Plus Minus 2 Degrees Celsius” theory had been addressed by 

Al Gore, showing deeply concern about environmental affect by global warming, this was 

the opportunity, that the concept of energy saving and emission reduction, that based 

on original industry has been hatched. President Hong recalls, that in the moment, 

LED industry had just taken off, various countries were highly interested in LED power-

saving luminaries, there is even a saying from China, that if the penetration rate of LED 

luminaries in the country can be raised up to 50%, almost one Yangtze River Three 

Gorges Dam’s generated power can be saved, at this point, it is obvious that China is 

one gigantic market. With every Three Gorges Dam’s power generation been saved, 

tens of millions citizens can live long and safely, therefore, in the situation that unable 

to find new sources, energy saving is the prior mission in the future. It is been for eight 

years, since Shunchi had stepped into LED industry with passion, loads of money has 

been devoted to, to insist the initial principle. Looking back, however, we are felling lucky 

that able to pave a different way, thanks to the insistence. An opportunity has turned up 

in 2015, that even though LED has been developed for an age, the penetration rate of 

LED luminary worldwide is still below 25%, a prediction by U.S.A. shows that in 2020, 

that it will massively raise up to 80%, in other words, the upcoming five years will be the 

massive growth of LED.

LED INDUSTRY, TRADE OR TRAGEDY?

Previously, there were news reports that listed LED as one of “Top 4 tragic trade” in 

Taiwan, how would president Hong regards the future of LED lighting industry?

Hong explained, that the cycle for a product can be separated in phases as R&D, 

growing, steadying and recessing; Taiwanese LED is currently on the former stage of 

growing, it is impossible to conclude the future, while the industry is still taking off. It has 

only been for 13 years, since Mr. Nakamura Shuji invented white light, and it is mainly 

been used in R&D, with no doubt, that standardization, modular and mass production 

of the industry have not reach the maximum yet, but gradually mature, consumers 

then gradually accept the stability and reliability of LED, because of the change. There 

are various trades from 2002 to 2015, that eager to dominate the market without 

preparation, but ended up battered and bruised, this shows great promising that proper 

planning is crucial for a new industry before it stabilize. Moreover, the initial motivation 



that governments promoting LED street lamps, was in fact promoting Taiwanese LED 

industry through the development of LED street lamps, and comprehensively raise the 

standard of the trade, however, the actual practice was not impressive. It costs a fortune 

for verification, in order to match the CNS 15233 certification, before receiving orders, 

even been fitted with the regulation, unfair competition is inevitable once step into the 

market, governments’ bidding thresholds are usually over strict, that smaller enterprises 

fighting against big one, is like David versus Goliath, how possible it is to promote 

Taiwanese LED industry entirely? Besides, local authorities are usually cooperating with 

certain manufacturers for while, how can we share the market together? As being the 

vise president of TLLIA, and one of the conveners of LED street lamp project, Hong had 

submitted advices to the authority, hopefully be able to practice. The biggest problem for 

Taiwanese LED, is large factories were initially responsible in elements and packaging, 

while minor factories manufacture the casing, but large enterprises nowadays are tend 

to be all-in-one production line, crumpling survival space for minor ones, this is when 

TLLIA comes in, that finding out how to progress LED industry positively, building bridge 

between trades and authorities, if the scenario goes on, distance between large and 

minor trades will be even wider, causing national industry’s progress gradually decline.

HEAT PIPE & LIFE TEST CENTER FOR LIGHT ENGINE

The new generation COB and heat pipe are Shunchi’s flagship product, able to decrease 

energy consumption, while increasing LED chip’s efficiency simultaneously, and the 

production cost will drop, reaching higher commercial benefit. Within a few years, the 

future trend is tending to be COB and heat pipe technology that applied in LED, it is an 

highly potential market, with manufacturers apply it one after another. Even though 

it costs a fortune maintaining these patents every year, Shunchi has paved their own 

path, after few years of efforts. Being the expert in high-power lighting, categorized in 

semi-special luminary’s territory, it requires quality that extremely stable, there is no 

tolerance in any mistake, therefore, inside the company, we own the only “Light engine 

life test center” in Taiwan, only by undergo the toughest test, products can be claimed 

with credibility, and this is why cautious, is Shunchi’s commercial principle, from start to 

present.

TAIWAN, CHINA, OR WORLDWIDE?

With the primary background of crankshaft manufacturing, radiating, which is critical 

for LED industry, is no problem for Shunchi, but becomes one of the vantages for us 

developing high-power lighting. After few years of strive, products are distributed in 

over 50 countries, surprisingly however, domestic demands are much less than other 

countries, due to LED is a new type of energy industry, that occidental countries are 

more likely to accept with high-value products, rather than Taiwan. However, current 

market is not working in the most ideal pattern as we reckon, as a manufacturer, mass 

production is first priority, and a certain number of distributing channels are necessary, 

therefore, relation between us and other trades are supposed to be coordinating and 

work dividing, only by combining channels and product’s technology, it will maximize 

the benefit of an industry. Speaking of mass production, we must not forget the Chinese 

global factory, it is been mostly reckoned that China is a huge market that can be shared 

by anyone, but turns out that it is a special market for LED industry, since various non-

tariff barriers are existed in China, and Taiwan are categorized in “foreign country”, if 

manufacturers are keen to sell products in China, there is no way but set the factory in 

the country, besides cooperating with local distributors, even if penetrate the market 

successfully, it still requires special strategic coordination that able to promote business 

in Mainland China smoothly. Strategic development is tend to be Shunchi’s main focus 

in the future, coordination between trades includes distribution channels and brand, 

we are looking for extending relation into OEM and ODM, once being modularizing and 

mass production.




